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The magnificent 85m, 2013, five deck
Lürssen yacht ‘Solandge’ has a
timeless Espen Oeino exterior
and interior design by
Aileen Rodriguez.
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SYNDICATE OWNERSHIP WITH CURVELLE

INVICTUS 75M BURGESS DREAM CHARTER

PROJECT ‘SKYFALL’ SUNRISE YACHTS

PERINI NAVI 60M - ‘SEAHAWK’

MB92 - ACHIEVING GREATNESS

OCEANCO ‘COMMODORE’

WESTPORT 130/40M

OCEAN INDEPENDENCE
- THE SAIL SPECIALISTS

SUNSEEKER 155 YACHT

OYSTER SUPERYACHTS

ROYAL HUISMAN - DART 80
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PRINCESS S72 - WORLD LAUNCH

MARINAS - IGY RODNEY BAY

BARCELONA - MARINA PORT VELL

GUNFLEET MARINE

CNB - FRENCH STYLE

BROKERAGE & CHARTER

SYNDICATE OWNERSHIP
OWN A BIGGER BOAT
WITH ALL THE BENEFITS BUT
NONE OF THE HEADACHES!
Words by: Peter Bryant, Luuk van Zanten & Susan Mackintosh
Images: Curvelle

For some years now, Fractional
Ownership of yachts has been steadily
growing in popularity, with several
companies in both Europe and the USA
offering a range of options. Bearing in
mind that many yacht owners are busy
being successful, it is not surprising that
many of them under utilize the yacht and
the investment they have made on it.
However Syndicate Ownership is an even
better option and one of the most dynamic
of the Syndicate Ownership syndicates
available is the one operated by Curvelle,
the bespoke creator of luxurious
catamarans, the most popular of which is
its 33m ‘quaranta’ catamaran......
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SYNDICATE
OWNERSHIP

With fractional ownership, the selling organisation normally
keeps control of the asset and uses it as part of its own
brand. In broad terms a fractionally owned yacht, is often
one of a number of similar ones, that are operated by, and
primarily for the benefit of, the selling organisation. Owners
generally have limited rights of usage of a yacht that they do
not have equity in.
With Syndicate ownership each owner has a fraction of the
equity in the yacht and ultimate control over it rests entirely
with the owners. In the Curvelle Syndicate Ownership
programme, Curvelle has no rights over the yacht and
collaboration to share use of it with other people, is entirely
at the discretion of the Syndicate Owners.
Of course everyone is different, so who would a Curvelle
Syndicate Ownership be best suited to?
Put simply, Curvelle’s Syndicate Ownership is suitable
for most people who plan to take superyacht cruising
holidays for the next few years. It is ideal for those who
do not want the financial commitment of outright purchase
of a superyacht for their limited likely usage. Anyone who
habitually has chartered for a couple of weeks a year but
would like to cruise more will find it very advantageous, as it
provides much greater certainty of quality standards, etc., at
significantly lower cost. It is also appeals to those who could
purchase a smaller yacht outright, but who find that a much
less attractive proposition than part-ownership of a far more
luxurious yacht.
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SYNDICATE
OWNERSHIP

Syndicate Ownership is ideal
for those who do not want
the financial commitment
of outright purchase of a
superyacht for their limited
likely usage - ie: for those
who want a larger boat for a
much lower price.

Curvelle luxury yacht syndicate membership gives its clients
the freedom to choose, with all the joys of yacht ownership
and none of the headaches. They openly state that clients
do not need any yachting experience. Together with the
highly respected management company Hill Robinson,
Curvelle take care of everything, from hiring the crew to
to providing five star service, leaving syndicate owners
and guests to relax and enjoy themselves with none of
the headaches sometimes experienced with sole yacht
ownership.
A share in a Curvelle Syndicate would be absolutely ideal for
a family that has been contemplating buying a smaller yacht
of equivalent cost for their sole use, but who find that the
size, layout and facilities on board such a boat would not be
right for their circumstances. These factors would include the
need for access via a normal RIB tender, climbing ladders,
cabins below the main deck level, adequate sun shading for
children, and other family related matters.
Boats in this category are normally “self-catering” whereas
a Curvelle quaranta share is fully serviced at all times by a
full crew of six, once again highlighting the extra enjoyment
likely to be had, compared with smaller boat ownership.
Another frequently asked question is: “Is Syndicate
ownership really a timeshare scheme? The answer is a big
NO! Timeshare involves a lump sum payment for future
rental or charter opportunities in one of a large number
of assets (e.g. properties or yachts) that are owned and
controlled by the promoting business. Timeshare confers
negligible rights of ownership. Syndicate ownership is the
opposite of timeshare as its balance of cost and usage
sharing comes closest to the flexibility and control available
to individual owners. Curvelle’s Syndicate members have
total control over the vessel via an agreement between
themselves, with Curvelle acting only as a facilitating service
agent. In timeshare the client would have little if any say
in how the yacht is run and no part of the equity value on
disposal of the yacht.
Another of the big advantages of Syndicate Ownership is
the reduction in running costs. With a Syndicate Ownership
program the costs to run the yacht are divided between
all the members, with transparency, equity and fairness
paramount. . Members approve a detailed annual operating
budget, that covers everything, except fuel, food and
drinks. . You then pay for what you use: whoever uses the
yacht more will pay a greater share.. Income from chartering
unused time is shared in the same way. Less use means
more income to set against your cost share.
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The most important matter though is the quality of the boat
you are buying into. In the case or the Curvelle Syndicate
Ownership program, the 33m Curvelle quaranta has been
conceived, designed and built by a group of individuals
and companies who have decades of experience in their
respective fields. The vessel is built to Class: Rina A100+
etc. and MCA Unlimited (no restrictions), which is the highest
MCA certification. The layout of the Curvelle quaranta
also features the most flexible layout in her class, allowing
virtually identical guest accommodations for all, which can
be modified to over 20 different floor plans on short notice,
allowing maximum flexibility of use, so you can have vast
VIP suites for just a few guests, or several more for a larger
party. It is clever beyond belief!
The bottom line, is that for the same price as owning a
medium sized self-crewed boat, you can now spend your
vacations on an exceptionally spacious and luxurious
family-friendly, fully crewed superyacht. It has very high
performance and exceptionally good fuel economy. You
have all the pleasure of being the owner of a yacht with
space equivalent to a 41m performance monohull yacht,
but are paying only costs equivalent to owning a (roughly)
17m motorboat, and have no concerns about any of the
administrative aspects of ownership - organising mooring,
maintenance, insurance etc. Unlike outright purchase of a
boat of any size which involves large amounts of paperwork,
a Curvelle quaranta Syndicate membership lets you “pay to
turn up and go” if you wish.
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And so to the cost. What is the price of the Curvelle
Syndicate membership and how much of the yacht would be
mine?
Joining the Curvelle Syndicate Ownership means much
less capital outlay is needed to acquire your mult-million
euro superyacht. There are seven owners of each Curvelle
quaranta yacht, each acquiring a 14.3 percent ownership
stake for just €1,575,000. Lease financing of a syndicate
share may be available via Curvelle.
In the Curvelle quaranta Syndicate Ownership Program,
each member with one seventh share will be able to use
the yacht for up to five weeks per year - three weeks
Mediterranean, two weeks Caribbean, and benefit from any
charter income the yacht earns. Since most people typically
use their yacht on average less than five weeks per year,
syndicate membership helps to match cost with actual
usage time. Without doubt it is a very clever and smart way
of owning the yacht of your dreams!
For further details on the Curvelle Syndicate Ownership
Programme, including the organizational structure and
fineprint, please contact:
Luuk van Zanten
Director, Curvelle
Tel: +44 (0)20 7917 2976 - Mobile: +44(0)797 832 5591
Email: lvz@curvelle.com - Web: curvelle.com

SPECIFICATIONS:

CURVELLE ‘quaranta’

Length: 	
Beam:
Draft:
Displacement: 	
Engines: 	
Range:
Max Speed:
Cruising Speed: 	
Space:

33.70m (110’ 6”)
9m (29’ 6”)
2.3m (7’6”)
165 tons
2 x Caterpillar C32 Acert 1900hp
Trans-Atlantic
21 knots
18 knots
Equivalent or superior to performance
40 - 42m monohulls
Flexible: 6 double cabins, 3 suites or any 		
combination. Crew can change on demand.
Alex Isaac, London
Mauro Giamboi, Italy
Curvelle-Logos, Istanbul, Turkey.
Incat Crowther
Carbon Hybrid composites bonded with Epoxy
RINA & MCA LY2 commercial,
unrestricted navigation
Luuk V. van Zanten, YachtMarketing Ltd
EUR 10.655.000
EUR 1.575.000 (1/7th share)

Guests: 	
Interior Design: 	
Exterior Styling: 	
Construction:
Naval Architecture:
Hull Material: 	
Class: 	
Developer:
Sale Price: 	
Syndicate Price:
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WHEREVER YOU ARE...
WHENEVER YOU WANT...

Floating ASSET
Floating ASSET is the world’s most advanced digital luxury yachting
magazine, published in English and periodically in Russian, Chinese
Mandarin, Arabic, Brazilian Portugese, Indian Hindi and German and
with a worldwide subscriber circulation in excess of 240,000 individuals.
Unrestricted by print runs and boasting a truly global readership, Floating
ASSET is available to the reader on a FREE SUBSCRIPTION, on their PC,
Mac, iPad, iPhone, Tablet or Smartphone, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
wherever they are in the world and even in the middle of the ocean!
Floating ASSET is actively marketed worldwide, to both existing
yachting markets as well as new ones, via targeted ‘opt-in’ email campaigns
to HNWI’s (High Net Worth Individuals), Financiers, Asset Managers,
Hedge Fund Directors, Venture Capitalists, CEOs and Senior Company
Directors. To get your FREE SUBSCRIPTION, please go to:

www.FloatingASSET.com
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